State of Mind

HUBHUB SET TO OPEN ITS LONDON DOORS TO START-UPS THAT
ARE SERIOUS ABOUT GROWTH
Following industry success across Europe, HubHub opens its UK site in the capital this
February; with memberships for its spaces available now.
LONDON, 7th FEBRUARY 2019: FOR London start-ups looking for an office space that’s
serious about supporting their business growth, there’s soon to be a new base to call home.
HubHub, which opens its Farringdon doors this February, considers itself more than simply a
space for business, it’s a state-of-mind.
Its spaces have been designed by London architects DMFK to create the ideal environment for
like-minded, ambitious people and businesses - big or small - to keep developing their talent and
continue collaborating, growing and disrupting their sectors.
HubHub’s current members across its existing European sites are connected to some of the best
innovation hubs in Europe, and benefit from regular dedicated events on the hottest trends and
topics in their industry, such as AI, cryptocurrency, proptech and smart cities, which HubHub will
offer at its London space.
It also promises a range of networking events which foster chemistry between the very best
potential partners, collaborators, VCs and investors, and to offer access to the kind of support,
talent and skill-sets that take businesses and people to the next level.
It’s this approach, which it describes as “grow-working”, that sets HubHub apart from some of its
more established competitors in the capital. It’s a grown-up space and community for those who
take their business seriously and who want to keep growing, both professionally and personally providing the flexible space for those fast-growth businesses that are scaling at speed.
The London debut at 20 Farringdon Street will welcome up to 700 members, including the global
network monitoring company, Thousand Eyes, which has chosen HubHub as its home in the
capital. This office space will connect over 34,000 sq feet and four floors in the heart of a
booming business district.
Natalia Kiskova, Head of HubHub said: “When you walk through the doors of any HubHub space
it’s just like coming home to one big, talented family. The spaces are full of members with the
same goal; to keep growing - and we have no doubt our London space will be the same. We
look forward to opening our doors to the brightest start-up talent in the capital.”
HubHub, an HB Reavis company, offers flexible desks for those hopping between offices, fixed
desks for permanent businesses and office space that lets businesses expand when it suits.
Membership includes access to all global locations, which are each crafted by local designers
and architects. There are also recreational rooms – including a zen room for relaxation along
with event space that can host up to 150 people. In addition to a rich roster of tailored member
events, HubHub also offers its inspiring and educational events to non-members in the wider
community.
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Monthly memberships at 20 Farringdon Street start from £350 and can be booked online at:
www.hubhub.com/en/london-20-farringdon-street
Address: 20 Farringdon Street, London, EC4A 4BL.
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